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Additional Notes

Before cementing each part, make sure you read and understand these additional notes, and then proceed with cementing.

p-8. 012 Linkage Rod
Attachment explanations
Do not cement part C-14 at that stage. Test-fit it with the left frame as shown in the illustration.

p-10. 016 Upper Frame
Attachment explanations
Regarding part C-14, cement the indicated section B when cementing part B-21.

p-11. 017 Cockpit Side Frame
Attachment explanations
The assembly of parts B-19, B-20 and C-10 is explained on a separate sheet.

p-11. 018 Instrument Panel
Attachment explanations
Cement part B-12 to part E-22. Pay attention as part E-22 is transparent and cementing surface is uneven.

p-11. 019 Cockpit
Attachment explanations
Assembly order ①②③ is explained on a separate sheet.

p-12. 020 Main Landing Gear
Attachment position explanations
The positions, where to cement parts B-7 and B-8 to the side of the main body, are explained on a separate sheet.

p-12. 020 Main Landing Gear
Attachment position explanations
Attachment positions and orientations of parts C-30 and C-31 are explained with an illustration.

p-12. 021 Nose Landing Gear
Attachment position explanations
An easier and beautiful looking assembly procedure for the nose landing gear, the strut and part C-33 is explained on a separate sheet.